EE 340 Teaching Language Arts in the Elementary School
Dr. Bob Sylvester - Fall 2002
Bibliography and Critique

It is important in approaching your preparation for both pre-practicum activities and the eventual teaching practice experience that you note that many different resources will be needed to prepare the many different types of lessons that will be needed for these programs.  No teacher can depend upon a single textual source for the wealth of knowledge, skills and attitudes which form the basis of a teacher’s role.  The activity outlined below will give you a chance to examine one such resource and will also give you a chance to benefit from others’ examination of textual resources that might help you.  The critiques from all four classes will be assembled into a comprehensive annotated bibliography which you can use in selecting resources needed during the next several months.  Have fun....

**************************************
You will have the remainder of this period to record the following information about a textual resource from the collection of books that will form the “suggested resources” for this course.  The information will be in the form of a critique of the text which will be available to all students registered for this course.  It is understood that you make the critique without having studied the text completely.  However, it is anticipated that even a preliminary examination of each of the resources will have some value to your future preparations as a teacher.

Please include in your notes the following information.....

	1)  Title of the book and name of the author /  Publisher and date of copyright

	3)  Intended audience for the text (check the foreword or preface)

	4)  Manner in which the text is organized

	5)  Likely way in which this text would be useful in teaching

	6)  Your rating of the textual resource 
                                (“10” being outstanding and “1” being poor)


When you have a chance in the next few days send me an email (rsylvester@bridgew.edu) with this information and with your name and block designation clearly attributed.  Remember that you will be expected by parents to be highly skilled in email communication in today’s school settings.  The emailing will also facilitate the inclusion of your comments in the annotated bibliography as I can just copy and paste them into a file on my desktop.  Enjoy!!!
